Tracking in high density environments plays an important role in many physics analyses at the LHC. In such environments, it is possible that two nearly collinear particles contribute to the same hits as they travel through the ATLAS pixel detector and semiconductor tracker. If the two particles are sufficiently collinear, it is possible that only a single track candidate will be created, denominated a "merged track", leading to a decrease in tracking efficiency. These proceedings show a possible new technique that uses a boosted decision tree to classify reconstructed tracks as merged. An application of this new method is the recovery of the number of reconstructed tracks in high transverse momentum three-pronged τ decays, leading to an increased τ reconstruction efficiency. The observed mistag rate is small.
Introduction
Tracking in high density environments, particularly in high energy jets and boosted τ 's, plays an important role in many physics analyses at the LHC. In such environments, it is possible that two nearly collinear particles contribute to the same position measurements (hits) as they travel through the ATLAS pixel detector and semiconductor tracker (SCT) [1, 2, 3, 4] . To form tracks from hits, the pattern recognition in ATLAS combines groups of three hits into track seeds, which are extended into track candidates by adding hits from additional layers [6, 7] . An ambiguity solving procedure is performed to reach a final collection of tracks: track candidates receive a "track score" and candidates with scores below a certain threshold are rejected [8] . It is relevant to high density environments that if a candidate shares hits with an accepted track, its score is reduced. Further, if the two particles are nearly collinear, it is possible that only a single track candidate will be created (a merged track), leading to a decrease in tracking efficiency. From the study of simulated high momentum τ → 3π ± ν τ decays in [9] , it is clear that a significant number of reconstructed tracks in these events are merged, and that there is a loss of tracking efficiency that cannot be recovered by accepting more track candidates. For example, at a τ p T of 800 GeV about 10% of events have a merged track, while a distinct track is accepted for all three pions in only about 65% of events. These proceedings detail a new technique: using a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) to classify reconstructed tracks as merged [12] . The following plots quantify the performance of the BDT and its application on reconstructed events. The post-reconstruction application of the technique is also compared to other reconstruction schemes. 
Building the Boosted Decision Tree
Because this technique is applied to fully reconstructed tracks, it can access a complete array of track variables: global track parameters, cluster information for the pixel and SCT hits along the track, and local track parameters at the hits. The BDT uses 43 variables, shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 illustrates the separation power of a select few of the 43 variables for merged and single particle tracks. Figure 1a shows the normalized distributions of the dE/dx in the last layer of the pixel detector (called "Layer 2" 1 ). Figure 1b shows the normalized distributions of |W c − W o |, which is the difference in the expected cluster width based on track incidence angles at the detector element and the actual cluster width, for the cluster with the highest recorded charge on pixel Layer 2. Figure 1c shows the normalized distributions of |W c − W o | for the recorded cluster on the outer side of the innermost layer of the SCT with the lowest pull on the track parameters. The tracks considered were reconstructed in samples of single τ → Sensor overlap may lead to 2 charge deposits on a single pixel layer. dE/dx in each pixel layer 4 dE/dx of a track through a layer. Boolean for whether a hit on each pixel layer is flagged as split 4
Determined by the pixel cluster neural network [10] |Wc−Wo|pix for pixel cluster with the highest charge on each pixel layer 4
Wc is the expected cluster width (the r-φ pitch) calculated from the incidence angle of the reconstructed track at the cluster in the plane perpendicular to the beam-line, the thickness of the module, and the Lorentz drift angle; Wo is the observed cluster width in integral multiples of 50 µm, which is the pixel pitch. See [9] for more details. |Lc − Lo|pix for pixel cluster with the highest charge on each pixel layer 4
Lc is the expected length in z-direction, and Lc is the observed length in z-direction. Similar to [9] . Num. clusters on each SCT layer 4 -|Wc−Wo|SCT for SCT cluster with the lowest pull on each SCT layer 8
Wo is the observed cluster width in integral multiples of 80 µm, which is the SCT strip pitch. Wc is the expected cluster width: see [9] for more details. Num. shared clusters on each SCT layer 4 A "shared" cluster is one used by multiple reconstructed tracks.
3π ± ν τ events that were generated at η = 0. Four samples were used for training and testing, with τ p T 's of 50, 400, 800, and 1000 GeV, each containing the same number of events. The variable values shown here are from τ 's with p T of 800 GeV. The variables considered show good discrimination power between the clusters of merged and single particle tracks.
3 Training the BDT Figure 2 shows the normalized BDT 2 score distributions for the training sample ( Figure 2a ) and a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) with points highlighting different potential cuts on BDT score (Figure 2b) , where any track with a BDT score above the cut value is flagged as "merged". The tracks considered come from samples of τ → 3π ± ν τ decays described in Section 2. In TMVA [11] , signal is given a training value of 1 and background -1. From Figure 2a , it is clear that the BDT finds a significant difference between merged and single particle tracks; the error bars represent simulation statistics only. True merged tracks are rare, representing about 3% of tracks in the samples used. Because of this, tracks selected with an aggressive cut on the BDT score will be predominantly single particle tracks misidentified as merged.
Results: Impact on track counting
After training the BDT, we examine it's potential impact on the tracking efficiency. The BDT score is calculated for every track in our sample, and a track is flagged as merged if it has a BDT score above a selected cut value. A τ event is considered fully reconstructed if all three pions from its decay are reconstructed as tracks in the event. Both of the pions contributing to a merged track are considered to be reconstructed if that track is flagged as merged by the BDT. Figure 3, for reconstructing τ events as a function of τ p T , both for different BDT cut values (Figure 3b ) and as a function of track density in the event (Figure 3c ). In Figure 3a , the pink crosses show the technical reconstruction efficiency, where a pion will be considered "found" if it leaves at least 7 truth hits in the silicon layers of the inner detector. The green triangles show the ATLAS default track reconstruction performance. The pale squares show reconstruction performance using the algorithm described in [9] . The inverted triangles show the reconstruction performance when the cluster sharing penalty (see Section 1) is turned off. The blue diamonds show the performance when reconstructed tracks are considered to be two pions if they are flagged as merged by the BDT with a cut of 0.1, as described in Section 3. The BDT is applied after reconstruction. The red circles show the performance if every truth-level merged track is counted as two pions. This filter is also applied after track reconstruction. 
Mistag rate
Incorrectly tagging a single-particle track as merged would distort an otherwise correct measurement. For example, if merged tracks are counted as two particles with p T equal to the original track, an event with an incorrectly split track could essentially have an extra high-p T track that is unrelated to an actual particle. Thus it is important to find a balance between increased reconstruction efficiency (as seen in Sec. 4) and potential mistags. Figure 4 shows the impact implementing the BDT has on the "duplicate rate" for the same sample used in Figure 3 . An event is considered to have at least one "duplicate" track if at least one pion is truth-matched [13] to more than one reconstructed track. Figure 4a shows the impact as a function of τ p T , where the line and marker styles are the same as described for Figure 3 . Tracks reconstructed with the algorithm which allows track candidates to share SCT clusters if the cluster has an anomalous |W c − W o | have a few percent increase in the duplicate rate over the default algorithm [9] . The BDT was trained and tested on tracks reconstructed using that SCT cluster-sharing algorithm, so the "Track merging BDT" line should be compared to the "Width-based SCT sharing" line. Applying the BDT with a cut of 0.1 creates a negligible increase in the duplicate rate. Figure 4b illustrates the duplicate rate when using different BDT cuts. 
Identifying the particle charges
A natural question to ask is whether the variables fed into the BDT contain enough information to perform a more sophisticated analysis than a simple merged/unmerged classifier. For example, we have created a BDT to distinguish whether the pions in a merged track have the same or opposite electric charge. This secondary BDT uses the same 43 variables as in Table 1 and is trained on tracks which are flagged as merged by the initial BDT and considered merged at truth level. Figure 5 demonstrates that it is possible to correctly identify the pion charges with over 85% accuracy for a wide range of τ p T ; 5a shows a ROC curve for correctly identifying a merged track as coming from same-sign or opposite-sign π's, and 5b shows the charge-tagging efficiency as a function of τ p T for different charge BDT settings. A cut of 0 is the most efficient over a widest range of p T 's.
Conclusions and Outlook
These proceedings have demonstrated a possible new technique for finding tracks in the ATLAS detector that are actually created by two nearly collinear particles. Using a BDT, one can find about 50% of merged tracks while only increasing the duplicate rate at the sub-percent level. Moving forward, this technique can be investigated in other environments where collinearity is expected, such as high-p T jets; making statements about the impact on measureables such as τ tagging or jet p T resolution will require further study.
